
 

 
 

 
JOB OPPORTUNITY:  
NOTE-TAKER & PROJECT SUPPORT 
 
Our team is expanding! NVision’s modern treaties and self-governing Indigenous 
governments (MT/SGIG) coordination team is looking for an Indigenous sub-contractor 
who is interested in supporting a range of collaborative projects with note-taking. Our 
team-members start in the note-taking role as a way to become familiar with the 
complex modern treaty/self-government environment and our internal processes. The 
expectation is that over time this will lead to roles in coordination, project management 
and facilitation. 

POSITION: MT/SGIG Project Support 

LOCATION: Anywhere, working from a home office. Applicants will need a computer, 
access to internet for zoom and email, access to a phone for teleconferences.  

HOURS: The workload estimate is approx. 8-12 days per month, taking notes for zoom 
meetings and teleconferences held throughout the week, and supporting coordination of 
meetings, agendas and documents. 

SALARY: Commensurate to level of experience.  

This position would be via a sub-contractor agreement, although if a paid internship is 
preferable that is also an option. There are opportunities to progress within our 
company if there is a good fit. 

STARTING DATE: As soon as possible (August or September 2020). 

EXPERIENCE: 3-5 years work experience in a project supporting role. 

EDUCATION: Flexible, but must have excellent written and verbal communication skills. 

QUALITIES: 

- Fluency in English, written and verbal 
- Excellent communications and interpersonal skills 
- Aptitude for organizing and coordinating group collaborations and meetings 
- Ability to capture complex discussions in detailed meeting notes 
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- Ability to work independently and reliably with a focus on details 
- Personal confidence and ability to work with a wide range of professionals and 

client groups 
 

CONTACT: If interested to learn more, please contact Patti Black 
pblack@nvisiongroup.ca or Rosanna Nicol rnicol@nvisiongroup.ca as soon as possible 
or by August 18, 2020.  

 

ABOUT NVISION: NVision Insight Group Inc. is an Indigenous company governed by a 
five-member Board of Directors and led by a Managing Director of Operations and a 
Managing Director of Administration.  NVision has First Nations, Inuit, Metis and Non-
Indigenous staff, associates and shareholders. NVision has offices in Iqaluit and Ottawa 
as well as staff and associates working remotely across the country. For more 
information see https://nvisiongroup.ca/. 
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